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Revealed at Last: For This Generation
When Lucy Hunt is informed by her boss she will be accompanying him on a weekend long conference; she wonders how she will be able to keep her
thoughts on her work. Vivid dreams of all the things she would like to do to Mr Casey have given her many sleepless nights. A weekend in his company
sounds like heavenly torture. Blake Casey is all business and no play. Could his shy and bashful PA be the one to change all that in just a weekend? When
the company goes Out on Business, fantasies are experienced, stockings are worn and suits are torn apart. Let Casey advertising company give you a pitch
you won't want to forget.

Julian of Norwich
Theia North never believed in writer's block until after her first romance novel was on the NYT Best Sellers List. Pressure mounted and she couldn't seem
to find the words for her next book. On a deadline, and with her sister's encouragement, Theia rents out a cabin in Montana for solitude and inspiration.
Elliot Asher has no idea Theia's an author when he sees her wandering around the snowy woods talking to herself. Curious he follows the beautiful, but
quite possibly insane woman without being seen. Her words of romance and love strike something deep inside his shielded heart. Fascinated with her, Elliot
intends to find out if the woman is truly mad by taking on the role of her imaginary man. When Theia meets the very real and very alive hero from inside
her head, she doesn't know whether to embrace the phenomenon or check herself into therapy. It will be a Christmas that neither will ever forget.

Julian of Norwich
A fresh and contemporary translation of one of the best loved and influential mystical texts of all time, The Showings of Julian of Norwich brings the
message and spirituality of this 14th century mystic to 21st century readers. Julian of Norwich, a contemporary of Geoffrey Chaucer, was an English
anchoress in East Anglia. At the age of 30, suffering from a severe illness and believing she was on her deathbed, Julian had a series of intense visions of
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Jesus, which she recorded and then expanded on later in her life. Her message for today's readers is simply this: She reveals the feminine face of the Divine
and reminds us to see God there. All our failings are an opportunity to learn and grow; that they should be honored, but not dwelled upon. God's love has
nothing to do with love and retribution and everything to do with love and compassion. In spite of all appearances, all is well.

Words of Love
The novel Orange Lily, originally published in 1879, is set in the area surrounding the small village of Carrowdore in County Down, Northern Ireland. Its
eponymous heroine, Lily Keag, is a farmer's daughter whose love for her childhood sweetheart, Tom Coulter, is thwarted by a class divide that few would
have dared cross in nineteenth-century Ulster. She was dubbed 'Orange Lily' partly because of her reddish hair, but also because of her father's position as
Master of the 'Ballyboly' Orange Lodge. But beyond the story of the trials and tribulations of the star-crossed lovers is a wealth of social and linguistic
history of the region, including the hierarchy from the 'big house' down, customs, beliefs, traditions, and Ulster-Scots vocabulary. May Crommelin
(1849-1930) was born at Carrowdore Castle and spent a good part of her formative years there. She travelled widely and wrote numerous novels and travel
books, as well as short stories and articles for magazines. Her sympathy with the Orange dimension of local folk-culture is perhaps surprising, coming, as it
does, from a 'gentry' perspective, and from an author who circulated among Victorian London's literati (her sister was married to the poet laureate, John
Masefield). But the Crommelin ancestors had been French Huguenots who first fought with King William III in 1690, and then settled in Ulster under his
royal patronage, as May Crommelin was always proud to remind the world. This new edition, edited, introduced and glossed by Dr Philip Robinson, also
includes the short stories The Witch of Windy Hill and An Old Maid's Marriage.

Troilus and Criseyde
This accessible introduction to Julian of Norwich's reflection and commentary on a series of her mystical visions opens up her profoundly hopeful vision of
humanity and God, her creative imagery and her rigorous honesty about the spiritual life.

The Erg Book
Each book in the 30 Days with a Great Spiritual Teacher series provides a month of daily readings from one of Christianity's most beloved spiritual guides.
For each day there is a brief and accessible morning meditation drawn from the mystic's writings, a simple mantra for use throughout the day, and a night
prayer to focus one's thoughts as the day ends. These easy-to-use books are the perfect prayer companion for busy people who want to root their spiritual
practice in the solid ground of these great spiritual teachers. Drawing deeply from the wisdom writings of medieval English mystic Julian of Norwich, All
Will Be Well welcomes even spiritual newcomers to the spirituality of this fourteenth-century visionary who was well ahead of her time.

The Complete Julian
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Revelations of Divine Love - Julian of Norwich.. Julian of Norwich (c. 8 November 1342 - c. 1416) was an English anchoress and an important Christian
mystic and theologian. Her Revelations of Divine Love, written around 1395, is the first book in the English language known to have been written by a
woman The Revelations of Divine Love (which also bears the title A Revelation of Love - in Sixteen Shewings above the first chapter) is a 14th-century
book of Christian mystical devotions written by Julian of Norwich. It includes her sixteen mystical visions and contemplations on universal love and hope
in a time of plague, religious schism, uprisings and war. Published in 1395, it is the first published book in the English language to be written by a woman
At the age of thirty, 13 May 1373, Julian was struck with a serious illness. As she prayed and prepared for death, she received a series of sixteen visions on
the Passion of Christ and the Virgin Mary. Saved from the brink of death, Julian of Norwich dedicated her life to solitary prayer and the contemplation of
the visions she had received. She wrote a short account of her visions probably soon after the event. About twenty or thirty years after her illness, near the
end of the fourteenth century, she wrote down her visions and her understanding of them. Whereas Latin was the language of religion in her day, Julian of
Norwich wrote in a straightforward Middle English, perhaps because she had no other medium in which to express herself (she describes herself as a simple
creature unlettered, Rev. chap. 2). Unfortunately the original manuscript no longer exists in any known archive.

Orange Lily
How John Wrote the Book of Revelation is the first of its kind, and introduces genetic literary reconstruction to Biblical studies. It enables the reader to
produce prior drafts of Hebrew and Christian Scriptures, thereby allowing the reader to apply the literary science of genetic criticism to a book in the Bible.
How John Wrote the Book of Revelation takes the most difficult book to understand in the Christian Scriptures and reveals the sequence in which it was
written, from the very first line to the final parallel. This provides the reader, for the first time, with the experience of observing how a Biblical book was
written, and does this from an intimate perspective, as though they were looking over John's shoulders as he crafted it. How John Wrote the Book of
Revelation is the first book that teaches the reader how to read Revelation the way it was written. After centuries of blind guess work trying to divine
meaning, and weak interpretations of symbols, this book finally presents a clear, precise, and consistent method. It is a guidebook to identify all the rich
symbols and their meanings within Revelation. Inside the pages of this book is the all-encompassing theory of construction for the book of Revelation. It
includes three prior drafts of the book of Revelation, along with hundreds of charts and illustrations. How John Wrote the Book of Revelation is like no
other book that has been written before, and sets a new paradigm for all Biblical works.

Out on Business
"The Revelations of Julian of Norwich" is the first book written in English by a woman--in this case, by a 14th-century recluse who recounts 16 visions of
the crucified Christ. "The Complete Julian" is the first book to offer a modern translation of all of her writings.

Julian of Norwich
INFINITE LOVE is a reminder to All of Where they have come from, Who they truly are, and How they may return to the Source of Infinite Love.
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A Lesson of Love
Within a year of being published, Revealed At Last has gained recognition from people known in the media. One such person is former British
Conservative Party politician and star of the hit TV show 'Strictly Come Dancing' (UK version of 'Dancing With The Stars') - Ann Widdecombe: "It was an
interesting read." The author also received a positive letter on behalf of the Archbishop of Canterbury in regards to this book. ..".I am pleased that you have
responded so positively with this book." - Revd Dr Jo Bailey Wells. Chaplain to the Archbishop of Canterbury. Peter Hutchinson searched for answers he
had about life which are now revealed. His intention was to prove that God did not exist, but the spirit world was opened up to him and showed him that
there is more around us than we realise. Revealed At Last is easy to read and has been enjoyed by pre-teens and adults. The chapters contain different
subjects that can develop those needing answers about themselves and the "real" world. One lady read Chapter 5 'ATP Self Development' which was
suggested to her by her friend. After reading just that chapter she quit her job that she hated and got a new one which she is now happier in. Get ready to
learn about the kingdom within you. This book is perfect for this time in history.

The Complete Julian of Norwich
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the
public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no
entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished
using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation
process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Infinite Love
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of allegorical visions, grisly images and numerological
predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule a new Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.

Showings of Julian of Norwich
Julian of Norwich (1342-c.1416) is the earliest author writing in English who can be identified as a woman. This edition presents in the original language
both the shorter and longer versions of her book about her revelations of May 1373, setting them in parallel for ease of comparison. A substantial
introduction provides up-to-date information about Julian's life and context, and the background to her famously optimistic revelations, including her
understandingthat Christ is our mother. This is the most comprehensive and definitive edition of this landmark text in the history of women's writing in
English.
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Second Avenue Second Hand
Julian's Gospel
On the heels of her mother's death, Hope Logan reluctantly returned to her grandparents' home place in search of a journal that revealed explosive crimes
and atrocities of the past that had haunted her grandma for nearly sixty-five years. Bitterness, unforgiveness, and anger consumed her as she set out to solve
the mystery that surrounded her grandma's life. The dark evil secret that was contained in the journal only deepened her resentment of God. Because of her
quest, she came in contact with many strong believers, especially a handsome young pastor and three senior citizens. In that small town in the foothills of
the mountains of North Carolina, Hope's bitterness, unforgiveness, and anger slowly began to fade in the light of the strong faith of the young pastor and
three senior citizens. She discovered the true meaning of faith and hope in Christ in the midst of adversity. Carolyn Digh Griffin, a native North Carolinian,
resides in Waxhaw, North Carolina, with her husband, Hoyle. She is retired from Union County Public Schools where she was an Administrative Assistant
to the Assistant Superintendent. She has two daughters and four grandchildren who also reside in the Old North State.

Be Still and Know
The first fully-realized biography of Julian of Norwich—theologian, anchorite, and visionary of the Middle Ages. A groundbreaking and sometimes
controversial biography that offers full tribute to the mystic Julian of Norwich. In May 1373, a thirty year-old woman living in East Anglia suffered an
illness. She received visions—what she later called "sixteen showings"—revealing to her secrets of the love of God. When she fully recovered, Julian recorded
and richly explored those revelations, creating what became the first English-language book written by a woman. Drawing on Julian's own writings,
Frykholm's biography paints a vivid picture of the 14th century and this remarkable woman's place in it. Through plague, church corruption, economic
devastation, and great personal loss, she presciently addressed her culture's greatest fears and anxieties. Ultimately, Julian of Norwich's life is shrouded in
mystery, and yet she has become a significant figure in contemporary spirituality today. "Frykholmhas audaciously done something many people would
have said was not possible: written [Julian's] biography. Frykholm has combined a careful reading of Julian's writings (at times scrupulous, at times
midrashic, but at all times attentive) with a deep immersion in the scholarship of 14th-century England to offer an informed and absorbingaccount of
Julian's life." -Lauren F. Winner, Books & Culture "[Frykhom's] narrative, which she calls 'an act of empathetic imagination,' crackles with life." -The
Denver Post "A sympathetic and realistic portrayal of a saint who, as it turns out, is both holy (that is, set apart) and as complicated as you and me.It reads
with the energy of a novel and the insight of a spiritual classic." -Jonathan Wilson-Hartgrove, Christianity Today

Hope Returns
Julian of Norwich (ca. 1343&–ca. 1416), a contemporary of Geoffrey Chaucer, William Langland, and John Wyclif, is the earliest woman writer of English
we know about. Although she described herself as &“a simple creature unlettered,&” Julian is now widely recognized as one of the great speculative
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theologians of the Middle Ages, whose thinking about God as love has made a permanent contribution to the tradition of Christian belief. Despite her recent
popularity, however, Julian is usually read only in translation and often in extracts rather than as a whole. This book presents a much-needed new edition of
Julian&’s writings in Middle English, one that makes possible the serious reading and study of her thought not just for students and scholars of Middle
English but also for those with little or no previous experience with the language. &• Separate texts of both Julian&’s works, A Vision Showed to a Devout
Woman and A Revelation of Love, with modern punctuation and paragraphing and partly regularized spelling. &• A second, analytic edition of A Vision
printed underneath the text of A Revelation to show what was left out, changed, or added as Julian expanded the earlier work into the later one. &• Facingpage explanatory notes, with translations of difficult words and phrases, cross-references to other parts of the text, and citations of biblical and other
sources. &• A thoroughly accessible introduction to Julian&’s life and writings. &• An appendix of medieval and early modern records relating to Julian
and her writings. &• An analytic bibliography of editions, translations, scholarly studies, and other works. The most distinctive feature of this volume is the
editors&’ approach to the manuscripts. Middle English editions habitually retain original spellings of their base manuscript intact and only emend that
manuscript when its readings make no sense. At once more interventionist and more speculative, this edition synthesizes readings from all the surviving
manuscripts, with careful justification of each choice involved in this process. For readers who are not concerned with textual matters, the result will be a
more readable and satisfying text. For Middle English scholars, the edition is intended both as a hypothesis and as a challenge to the assumptions the field
brings to the business of editing.

The Book of Margery Kempe
Caught Up into Heaven In A Divine Revelation of Heaven, after thirty nights in which God gave her visions of the depths of hell and the punishments of
the lost, Mary K. Baxter was shown for ten nights the glories of heaven—the home of redeemed souls. Included in this book are her depictions of heaven’s
gates, angels, music, worship, storehouses of blessings, joyful heavenly citizens, four living creatures, and brilliant throne of God. Mary also describes
heaven’s perfect order and purpose, what happens to children, and much more. These breathtaking glimpses of heaven, interspersed with applicable Bible
verses, will turn your heart toward the beauty and joy that await every believer in Christ.

How John Wrote the Book of Revelation: From Concept to Publication
The most engaging and complete collection available of this 14th century English mystic The Revelations of Julian of Norwich is the first book written in
English by a woman – in this case, by a 14th century recluse who recounts the poignant, subtle, and radical insights granted to her in sixteen visions of the
crucified Christ as she lay on what was believed to be her deathbed. Julian's miraculous recovery from that illness then led to twenty more years of
reflection and contemplation on those revelations and finally to her writing a detailed account of her mystical experience. Her work – in the same Middle
English as her contemporary Geoffrey Chaucer – is dense, deeply intuitive, and theologically complex. The Complete Julian is the first book to offer a
modern translation of all of Julian's writings (including her complete Revelations), a complete analysis of her work, as well as original historical, religious,
and personal background material that helps the reader comprehend the depth and profundity of her life and work. "[Julian's Revelations] may well be the
most important work of Christian reflection in the English language." — Rowan Williams, the Archbishop of Canterbury
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Revelations of Divine Love
Divine Love is an inspirational collection of spiritual musings from the pen of Irish writer, Dylan Morrison. The fruit of a life-long, roller-coaster journey, it
encapsulates Morrison's personal take on all things God, Self and Religious. Each pithy reflection aims to release us from our propensity for self-deception,
by leading us to the Mystery of Source and its healing offspring, Self-compassion. Morrison's literary tools are humour, mixed with a disarming, Irish
honesty as he examines what really makes us tick. The favoured Linus blankets of both organised religion and New Age philosophies come under his razorsharp scrutiny, opening up liberating, new areas of exploration for the sincere, spiritual seeker. If you're asking life's big questions, then Divine Love is
surely the book for you.

Joseph Smith
Intimate revelations of Our Lord to three 20th-century mystics: Sr. Josefa Menendez, Sr. Mary of the Trinity, and Sr. Consolata Betrone on a host of
subjects. Surprising revelations on how and why Our Lord acts as He does toward people. Beautiful! Impr.112 pgs, PB

A Book of Revelations
Yet another Tolstoy short story based on the religious Gospels, this story explores the themes of struggle and suffering, grief and the connection of man
with God. Telling the story of a shoemaker, the moral is that there is always Hope where there is Faith and unconditional love for humanity.

Once Upon a Christmas
Life is all about risk. Sometimes you embrace it. Other times, fate forces your hand. A. C. Burch's powerful collection of eight short stories transports the
reader from Private Quarters, where a young musician must negotiate the competing demands of two strong-willed women, to a luxurious yacht in the
Caribbean, where an embittered detective finds himself rejecting his Last Chance at love. A Book of Revelations is all about the cliff'the tipping point'the
instant we must roll the dice or succumb to the status quo. Burch's characters face life with courage and humor in a tenacious search for meaning and
fulfillment. Set in Provincetown, Palm Beach, Boston, Maine, Carnegie Hall, and the Caribbean, these memorable stories span not just distance but the
range of life's experiences.

All Will Be Well
Revelations of Divine Love find the membership of New Jerusalem Baptist Church faced with life issues that are unpleasant but fruitful to their spiritual
growth. It appeared that all their issues were resolved at the end of From Pieces to Peace. However, they discover that they are imperfect people searching
for a pathway that is pleasing to the Father. Their Saving Grace is God loves us regardless of our imperfections.
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Revelations of Divine Love
`Now listen with good will, as I go straight to my subject matter, in which you may hear the double sorrows of Troilus in his love for Criseyde, and how she
forsook him before she died' Like Romeo and Juliet, or Tristan and Iseult, the names of Troilus and Criseyde will always be united: a pair of lovers whose
names are inseparable from passion and tragedy. Troilus and Criseyde is Chaucer's masterpiece and was prized for centuries as his supreme achievement.
The story of how Troilus and Criseyde discover love and how she abandons him for Diomede after her departure from Troy is dramatically presented in all
its comedy and tragic pathos. With its deep humanity and penetrating insight, Troilus and Criseyde is now recognized as one of the finest narrative poems
in the English language. This is a new translation into contemporary English of Chaucer's greatest single poem which can be read alongside the Middle
English original, or as an accurate and readable version in its own right. ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100 years Oxford World's Classics has made
available the widest range of literature from around the globe. Each affordable volume reflects Oxford's commitment to scholarship, providing the most
accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features, including expert introductions by leading authorities, helpful notes to clarify the text, up-to-date
bibliographies for further study, and much more.

Revelation
The story of the eventful and controversial life of Margery Kempe - wife, mother, businesswoman, pilgrim and visionary - is the earliest surviving
autobiography in English. Here Kempe (c.1373-c.1440) recounts in vivid, unembarrassed detail the madness that followed the birth of the first of her
fourteen children, the failure of her brewery business, her dramatic call to the spiritual life, her visions and uncontrollable tears, the struggle to convert her
husband to a vow of chastity and her pilgrimages to Europe and the Holy Land. Margery Kempe could not read or write, and dictated her remarkable story
late in life. It remains an extraordinary record of human faith and a portrait of a medieval woman of unforgettable character and courage.

All Shall be Well
Julian of Norwich, a medieval English mystic who spent the latter part of her life as an enclosed anchoress, is largely known through her extraordinary
Revelations, one of the most popular and influential works of Christian mysticism. It was also the first book ever written by a woman in the English
language. But until now, the woman herself was an elusive figure. In this fascinating work, Veronica Mary Rolf has offered a convincing reconstruction of
Julian's life, along with a comprehensive commentary on her Revelations—rendered here in a new translation from the Middle English.

Showings
A definitive biography of the founder of the Church of Latter Day Saints that marks the two hundredth year of his birth chronicles the life of Joseph Smith,
from his hardscrabble early life in rural New York, to the visions that inspired The Book of Mormon and the establishment of the Mormon Church, to his
untimely death at the hands of a mob in 1844. Reprint. 60,000 first printing.
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A Divine Revelation of Heaven
Presents a new translation from the Middle English of the writings of a fourteenth century anchoress, or hermit, who describes a series of mystical
revelations

Divine Love
It doesn't matter if you are rowing for fitness, competition, as part of a training program for on-the-water rowing, or just dipping a toe into the world of
indoor rowing, we've got you covered. Written by three long-time rowing coaches, we tell it like it is with a dash of humor. This book includes more than
375 of the best indoor rowing workouts of all time, designed and organized by skill level, fitness training goals, time and difficulty. We make it simple to
find a workout that fits your specific needs on any given day. The Erg Book helps you maximize your training time with easy to follow 14-week indoor
rowing training plans, with great tips for improving indoor rowing technique, whether you're just starting out or have been rowing for years. We've also
included lots of fun and effective team workouts designed for fitness classes and juniors, college and masters rowing teams training in the off-season, along
with the best body circuit exercises designed to help you build flexibility, balance and core strength for rowing. Whether you're a serious rower or rowing
coach, or you've just had your eye on the dusty erg in the corner of your gym, we'll give you the tools you need to make the erg your new best friend.

The Writings of Julian of Norwich
Tarshia, a Christian, is a busy forty year old who runs and cafe and has not really given much thought to love. But someone wants to play matchmaker with
her and his nephew. Will the two find love? Read to find out! Get the book now! Highly recommended! Get the book now! This book makes an ideal gift.
Get the book for family and friends now! "Julia Carrington draws from the depth of her relationship with God to connect her readers to His heart and His
voice. She knows the language of God and writes encouraging her readers to know His voice and follow Him."--Theresa Croft, Kingdom Messenger
Network "Thanks be to God. I read one of her books, which was very good. She is a Christian first and foremost, and an awesome writer. If you have never
read one of her books, let me encourage you to do so. Amen."--R.C. "This is a writer with whom I have the honor of reading from her works. I know
personally her love of the true Word of God and particularly her love of Jesus Christ."--K.H. It is Julia's desire to glorify God in all things. Julia Audrina
Carrington who is a born again Christian has touched the lives of thousands of souls across the world. She has shared the message of hope with orphans and
the less fortunate. She is the founder of the international mission called Mission Friends for Christ which reaches out to needy and hurting women and
children. She is the author of more than five hundred Christian books and Christian novels. See many of her books at www.amazon.com by typing her name
Julia Carrington in the search box on www.amazon.com. Her books make wonderful gifts for all occasions. Get her books today for yourself and for family
and friends as perfect gifts for all occasions.

Where Love Is There God Is Also
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'All shall be well, and all shall be well, and all manner of thing shall be well' Julian of Norwich is one of the most celebrated figures of the English Middle
Ages. She is esteemed as one of the subtlest writers and profoundest thinkers of the period for her account of the revelations that she experienced in 1373.
Julian lived as an anchoress in Norwich, and after recovering from a serious illness she described the visions that had come to her during her suffering. She
conceived of a loving and compassionate God, merciful and forgiving, and believed in our ability to reach self-knowledge through sin. She wrote of God as
our mother, and embraced strikingly independent theological opinions. This new translation conveys the poise and serenity of Julian's prose style to the
modern reader. It includes both the short and long texts, written twenty years apart, through which Julian developed her ideas. In his introduction Barry
Windeatt considers Julian's astonishingly positive vision of humanity and its potential for spiritual transformation. ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100
years Oxford World's Classics has made available the widest range of literature from around the globe. Each affordable volume reflects Oxford's
commitment to scholarship, providing the most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features, including expert introductions by leading authorities,
helpful notes to clarify the text, up-to-date bibliographies for further study, and much more.

Say Her Name
Inspired by the author’s own experience, this is “a beautiful love story, and an extraordinary story of loss” (Colm Tóibín). In 2005, celebrated novelist
Francisco Goldman married Aura Estrada at a Mexican hacienda. More than twenty years his junior, Aura was a gifted young writer on the cusp of her own
brilliant career, and the two were deeply in love. Then, a month before their second anniversary, Aura broke her neck bodysurfing while they were on
vacation. Goldman was blamed by Aura’s family—and crippled by his own grief and self-recrimination. In the aftermath of the accident, he wrote Say Her
Name, pouring his feelings of love and unspeakable loss into a fictionalized account of their brief time together. Hungry to keep Aura alive in his memory,
Goldman collects everything he can about his dead wife. From her childhood and university days in Mexico City with her fiercely devoted mother to her
studies at Columbia University, through the couple’s time in New York City and travels to Mexico and Europe, Goldman seeks her essence and grieves her
loss, using the writings she left behind as his prism. Filled with “propulsive drama” (The Boston Globe), Say Her Name is a tribute to Aura, who she was
and who she would’ve been, that “will transport you into the most primal joy in the human repertoire—the joy of loving” (San Francisco Chronicle).

Revelations of Divine Love
Social networking via the internet has created an environment where people of all ages, races, nations and socio-economic classes can interact with each
other seemingly as equals. It is into this sphere that two individuals, Svetlana Marisova and Ted van Zutphen, met in early 2010 to begin a relationship that
culminates with the release of "Be Still and Know." To call what they have an online relationship barely begins to describe what continues to transpire
between and through these two people. Over the eighteen months that they interacted via the internet van Zutphen and Marisova became inseparable as a
love developed between them that echoes that between other lovers in history: lovers such as Heloise and Abelard, Jane Frances de Chantal and Francis de
Sales, Dante and Beatrice. Their love was intensified as they were both haunted by what Marisova called 'the rapid approach of my use by date' caused by
brain cancer. For both of them every moment mattered and every word mattered. With an inevitability that no longer surprises they discovered the power
and wonder of haiku crafted in the Japanese tradition. Over the next eighteen months they grew together beyond the restrictions of space and time but each
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anchored in what they could separately see, hear, taste, smell and touch. The fruit of their love is the haiku, that they encouraged each other to write,
revealing to each other the mystery of each other and the world they inhabited. Some of their work has been collected in "Be Still and Know." "Be Still and
Know is a weaving tale of two spirits entwined in the magical qualities of fine haiku, tanka and haiga. From side to side, top to bottom, the poems neatly
connect and interconnect between the poets, their imaginations and the reader. silent night the flute hiding in the bamboo The far reach of mystery, the
unsaid, sends the reader into another realm of consciousness and experience. Be Still and Know is a book of timeless value and heart; its poetry is
impeccable. There shouldn't be a bookshelf in town that doesn't have a copy on it. I'm certain of that!" - Don Baird (Author of Haiku Wisdom) "A literary
treasure." - Robert Johnston ..". there is no doubt that this is a labor of love, and there is much here to enjoy and appreciate it certainly is a fine tribute to
svetlana, and an interesting commentary on the kind of relationship that might spring up, unbidden, from a mutual avocation, even through the somewhat
impersonal channels of the internet" - jim kacian (Chairperson of The Haiku Foundation) ..". without question a genuine work of love many (of the poems)
are very fresh, original, ethereal, even sensually spiritual. Svetlana was a most talented haiku poet, which makes her untimely death, from the vantage point
of everyday consciousness, feel all the more cruel. There is so much youthful innocence (and accompanying naïveté) intermingling with a maturity beyond
her years--a unique combination. The inclusion of tanka, haiga, and haibun are a pleasant surprise and enrich this collection, which is a heartbreaking
tribute to a most talented, fallen poet. Your poetry runneth over with the terrible ache of love and loss. I deeply respect your extraordinary courage in
turning toward the anguish and sorrow, giving it poetic expression. "Be Still and Know" is itself a work of stillness." - Robert Epstein (Author of Dreams
Wander On) ..". another timeless classic rivaled only by the likes of Rumi or Lao Tzu" - anon. ." . . a poignant, ground-breaking collection I have had to
read it as if I was savouring the most exquisite confection, in small slivers, such is the richness and the heart-rending beauty. " - Claire Everett ..". I've never
seen/read anything like it before - Beautiful." - Kirsten Cliff More at http: //karakiapress.com

A Christmas Day Love Story
On the Christian Meaning of Human Suffering
On May 25th, 2006 an IED exploded in Bagdad instantly killing Army Captain Doug DiCenzo. His wife Nicole didn't ask “why?” after the notifying
officers knocked on her door, she immediately started asking God about Heaven.The next five years of her life became a quest to discover the truth about
Heaven and Christ's Millennial Kingdom. Her gracious God sent Her messages in miraculous ways – both from the battlefield and from Heaven – in order to
keep her focus on His Word and His return. Slowly, Nicole began to understand the vision she had created of Heaven was far from the truth.Revelations: A
Survivor's Story of Faith, Hope, and the Coming Kingdom is a true life account of a survivor's search for answers with a heavenly twist: Doug is in Heaven
and he is completely aware of Nicole's experiences on Earth. While Nicole asks God if she should wait for Heaven or move on with her life, Doug is
anticipating their reunion by witnessing the preparations for the return of the King.Even though this world took her husband, it cannot have her faith. Now
she knows when Jesus returns, He will bat a thousand – it is called the millennial reign of Christ.
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Free Reading Revelations Of Divine Love Short Text And Long Text
In the light of their thirteen years of work on the critical edition of Showings, Colledge and Walsh give us this first modern English rendering from their
critical text.

A book of showings to the anchoress
Welcome to Bottle Bay, a little town where anything can happen, especially should you choose to visit the old curiosity shop on the corner of Second and
Main. Come on in, if you dare. Open the door, wipe your feet on the mat, and have a look around. The proprietor, Mr. Blank, is looking forward to meeting
you. Be prepared for stories that hurtle you through space; send you back in time; or bring you true love or even a curse or two. So many possibilities something for everyone!

XVI Revelations of Divine Love Shewed to Mother Juliana of Norwich 1373
Published on February 11, 1984, Salvifici Doloris addresses the question of why God allows suffering. This 30th anniversary edition includes the complete
text of the letter plus commentary by Myles N. Sheehan, SJ, MD, a priest and physician trained in geriatrics with an expertise in palliative care.
Acknowledgments of recent episodes of violence bring the papal document into a modern context. Insightful questions suited for individual or group use,
applicable prayers, and ideas for meaningful action invite readers to personally respond to the mystery of suffering.
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Read More About Revelations Of Divine Love Short Text And Long Text
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